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Executive Summary
Meghalaya is the 5th state among Northeastern states to implement Biomedical Equipment
Management and Maintenance Program (BEMMP). The state has signed the contract with Telematic
and Biomedical Services Pvt. Ltd (TBS). State had floated the tender in the year 2016 and the contract
was subsequently awarded to L1 bidder Telematic and Biomedical Services Pvt. Ltd at the tender rate
of 7.90% of the asset value of Rs. 3800.00 lakhs.
As per the mandate of RoP 2021-22 NHM under the FMR 6.1.3.1.5, mid-term evaluation of the
BEMMP program of Meghalaya has been conducted by HCT division of RRC-NE. Two districts viz.
West Garo Hills and Ribhoi, the Aspirational district were identified for the aforesaid evaluation. The
evaluation was conducted during September & October 2021.
The BEMMP program has been successfully implemented in the state of Meghalaya since 2017.
Medical Officer and other staffs of the health facilities are well aware about the program in general.
There is a sense of reliability on the program as far as the equipment maintenance is concerned. The
program has supported facility in efficient maintenance of biomedical equipment and ensuring the
upkeep time. BEMMP provides details of functional and non-functional equipment at the facility level in
large except those equipment which are not been tagged. Regular maintenance of biomedical
equipment is one of important component under various programmes like LaQshya, Kayakalp, NQAS
etc.
Services under BEMMP was temporarily withdrawn by the service provider due COVID 19 pandemic,
shortage of spare parts, restricted movement and payment due from the NHM Meghalaya, attrition of
staff etc. during mid-part of FY 2020-21. The service is being resumed from May 2021 but the
messages has not been percolated to many health facilities.
The State has nominated one Nodal Officer (NO) at the state level to look after BEMMP and in addition
two other officials of NHM Meghalaya, viz. Service M&E Coordinator and Procurement Consultant
assist the NO for smooth implementation and monitoring. It was noticed that the State has not issued
any notification nor identified any NO officer at the district level to look after the BEMMP but one nodal
person has been identified for BEMMP by the District authority at facility level. A separate register on
record of functional equipment, maintenance & breakdown of equipment etc. is being maintained by
health facility BEMMP Nodal Officer.
Medical Officers, other Staffs of the health facilities are well aware about the programme in general.
There is a sense of reliability on the programme as far as the equipment maintenance is concerned.
But still there are needs of awareness generation among the staff of different level of health facilities
regarding MoU, Scope of work as per MoU, related guidelines, notifications etc. to optimally use the
PPP mode services.
Use of Toll-Free Number for breakdown call is not encouraging. It may be due to lack of awareness
about the Toll-Free number, language barrier for the hospital staff as the call centre is being operated
from Bengaluru and easily complaint lodged in the WhatsApp group created by the State.
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Though the BEMMP services have been resumed from May 2021, few discouraging scenario has been
observed like delay of calibration of equipment, preventive maintenance on time, mismatches in
functional equipment, as shown in the dashboard and actual non-function equipment at the facility, zero
call registered from East Jaintia Hills, North Garo Hills, Ri-Bhoi and South West Khasi Hills districts
etc.
Engaged & retain skilled service engineer considering the number of equipment (6682), hilly districts
and geographical location was a challenge for the TBS in implementation of BEMMP in the State. The
position of the Team Lead or in-charge or Head in Meghalaya is vacant; instead, one Service Engineer
is acting as a Team Lead. It is difficult to provide the comprehensive maintenance of equipment, repair
the high-end equipment, preventive maintenance, calibration and end users training by only 4 service
engineers. Technical Support & monitoring the activities of the service engineer located in the State
from the HQ team located at Bengaluru has lots of scope for improvement. Service provider needs to
ensure timely availability of spare parts by strengthening their supply chain to minimise the downtime,
which is the main reason noticed in repairing the high-end equipment.
Few high-end equipment from Dental, Ophthalmic and other departments were outsourced to Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for the comprehensive maintenance by the respective Program
Division but most of the equipment are still in TBS equipment asset list. Such equipment need to be
immediately removed from the TBS asset list to avoid duplication of payment and audit objection. There
should not be any duplication of activities for maintenance of the equipment by respective programme
division if any; like National Programme for Control of Blindness and Visual Impairment (NPCB&VI)
NOHP and RKS fund.
Lack of regular monitoring at different level of health facilities about services to be provided by the PPP
mode Service Engineer by the State / District, rendered services is not up to the mark. The State
should engage dedicated Bio Medical Engineer at State level as per BEMMP guidelines for better
implementation, coordination and to strengthen monitoring mechanism of BEMMP. Create awareness
about resumed services under BEMMP including specified services as per MoU to be provided by the
service provider among all health facilities and district functionaries. A copy of the MoU with PPP
partner should be made available, preferably in the State NHM website or to all the health facilities so
that the staffs of the health facilities are aware about the services to be provided by the Service
Provider along with the Terms of References.
Dashboard needs to be made accessible to all concerned in the State, from Secretary to State Mission
Director to State Nodal Officer at the State level, DMHO, District Nodal Officers also should have
access for regular surveillance/monitoring including the facility level officials, so that,
discrepancies/mismatched inventory may also be reported for necessary correction. Service provider
may also include user training details on the dashboard. The detail may include the facility where the
said training happened, staff details and equipment name on which the said training was held.
The Service Provider needs to place additional skilled service engineers in all districts according to
number of equipment & geographical location. Dedicated team for high end equipment also needs to
be placed or else the service provider should get into a MoU for maintenance with the original
equipment manufacturer for high end equipment. Technical competency of the service provider staff
needs to be improved to deal with higher end medical devices. They should also consider establishing
a call Centre with provision to attend the calls from health facilities in local languages.
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Introduction
The equipment management & maintenance cycle of healthcare equipment is not just a question of
repairing broken things. It is an integral part of managing the whole lifecycle of equipment.
Medical equipment brings along with it associated benefits and problems. The problem that draws the
most attention is maintenance. Lack of a maintenance policy can result in no advance planning for
maintenance budgets and thus no availability of spares and accessories. Many laboratories and health
care programs suffer because the installation and maintenance requirements are not planned in
advance. This renders many equipment unusable and many devices stay idle because of lack of spares
or funds.
It is essential that State plan the resources required for maintenance including repair and planned
preventive maintenance. Proper maintenance of medical equipment is essential to obtain sustained
benefits and to preserve capital investment. Medical equipment must be maintained in working order
and periodically calibrated for effectiveness and accuracy.
The life cycle of medical equipment varies from 5 – 10 years. If the equipment is declared obsolete by
the vendor it may not be possible to get spare parts. Even if the parts are available it can become too
expensive to obtain them and repairing the equipment may no longer be economically viable. In such
scenario, timely condemnation of equipment should be planned and the necessary steps should be
taken in advance to arrange replacement.
Indian Public Health context
There was no proper facility or provision in the public sector for maintenance of health care equipment
in the states till a couple of years back. It was observed during the supportive supervisory visits to the
states that many equipment in hospitals and other health facilities are either unused or there is no
maintenance resulting wastage of resources. This led to the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
(MoHFW), Government of India to consider framing guidelines for maintenance and management of the
equipment.
To address this, MoHFW had consultative meetings with officials from states to devise appropriate
mechanisms to ensure that medical equipment already purchased are properly maintained. An
extensive exercise was undertaken to map the inventory of all bio-medical equipment including their
functionality status. The mapping was undertaken in 29 States under the guidance of NHSRC. A total of
7,56,750 numbers of equipment in 29,115 health facilities costing approximately Rs. 4564 Crores were
identified. Equipment in range of 13% to 34% was found dysfunctional across states.
Comprehensive guidelines were designed on Biomedical Equipment Management and Maintenance
Program (BEMMP), linked with uptime of equipment (95% in District Hospitals, 90% in Community
Health Centres, and 80% in Primary Health Centres). The guidelines along with the model tender
document were developed in 2014.
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Under BEMMP, financial support under NHM is being provided to State Governments to outsource
medical equipment maintenance comprehensively for all its machinery across all the facilities.
Subsequent to inventory mapping, RFPs/tenders were rolled out to award maintenance contract by the
respective states. A total of 19 States in Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode in the state of Andhra
Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Puducherry, Punjab, Sikkim, Telangana, Tripura, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, West
Bengal, Jammu and Kashmir is implementing the program.
The state of Meghalaya is the 5th state among NE states to implement Biomedical Equipment
Management and Maintenance Program (BEMMP). In Meghalaya, through PPP mode from DH to
PHC level. The state has signed the contract with Telematic and Biomedical Services Pvt. Ltd (TBS)
through an open tendering process adhering to Request for Proposal (RFP) provided in the NHM
BEMMP guidelines. State had floated the tender in the year 2016 and tender was subsequently
awarded to L1 bidder Telematic and Biomedical Services Pvt. Ltd at the tender rate of 7.90 % of the
asset value of Rs. 3800 lakhs in 2017.
Scope of work as per MoU
As per the contract the scope of work includes:
1. Maintenance of biomedical equipment in all the public health facilities up to the PHC level
supported by 24 x 7 call center.
2. To provide round the clock service 365 days in a year with a uptime of 95 % for all medical
equipment in DH, 90% in CHCs and 80 % in PHCs. A single break should never exceed 7
days, otherwise penalty will be levied.
3. Medical devices which are under warranty, the Service Provider shall administer all
maintenance activities on behalf State health department for the entire duration.
4. The Service Provider may choose to take authorization for doing maintenance of such
equipment from existing AMC/CMC contract holders.
5. Service Provider shall not be including cost of maintaining any equipment which is under
warranty/AMC/CMC in its proposal till the existing contract
6. The sole service provider shall however be liable to ensure upkeep time of all equipment
irrespective of any AMC/CMC/warranty status for any equipment.
7. Service provider shall provide standby equipment at the health facility for lifesaving equipment Blood Gas Analyzer, ECG machine, Ventilator, Radiant Warmer and Defibrillator during any
breakdown.
8. Providing user training to end-user not less than twice a year.
9. Providing preventive and corrective maintenance for all equipment upto the PHC level.
10. Operationalization of 24 X 7 Centralized Call center with Toll free number.
11. Establish 24 X 7 Customer Care Center for accepting calls and managing maintenance
services.
12. To be present as representative in condemnation committee appointed by the authority at
district/State level for the condemnation of medical equipment.
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Methodology
Objective
The BEMMP program in Meghalaya has been rolled out in 2017 through PPP mode. After 4 years of
implementation, as per the mandate of RoP 2021-22 NHM under the FMR 6.1.3.1.5, HCT division of
RRCNE evaluated the program. The evaluation was done in compliance with the RoP 2021-22 with the
following objectives:
1. To assess the implementation status of Biomedical Equipment Management &
Maintenance Program (BEMMP) in different level of health facilities in Meghalaya.
2. To evaluate Service Providers compliance to the prescribed clauses as per the MoU
between State Govt. & the services provider considering the BEMMP guideline.
3. To understand the issues during the implementation of the program from State & Service
Providers lenses.
Methodology of assessment:
a. Discussion with Mission Director, State Program Nodal Officer and Service Provider about the
Program.
b. Field visit to different level of Health Facilities to assess the functional status of the equipment
c. Discussion with Medical Superintendent/ Head of the health facility to understand about the
implementation process of the program
Study Design:
a. In Meghalaya, Biomedical Equipment Management & Maintenance Program (BEMMP) is being
implemented through Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode.
b. Two districts viz. West Garo Hills and Ri-bhoi (aspirational) district were selected for the
evaluation of Biomedical Equipment Maintenance Program (BEMMP) based on the availability
of more numbers of equipment and geographical location.
c. In the two districts, the study team visited 1 District Hospital (DH), 1 CHC and 2 PHCs. List of
visited facilities are below:
District

Facility Name

West Garo Hills

Pedaldoba PHC, Phulbari CHC

West Garo Hills

District Hospital Tura & MCH Tura

West Garo Hills

Asanang PHC

Ribhoi

Kyrdem PHC, Umsning CHC

Ribhoi

Marngar PHC, District Hospital Nongpoh

______________________________________________________________
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Tools for data collection:
a. Quantitative data & other relevant information were collected through structured questionnaire
with multiple choice answers from key informants, i.e. State Nodal Officer, Medical
Superintendent, MO i/c and Lab. Technician, Nursing Staff of OT / labour room and other
persons like store keeper etc.
b. Separate Tools were used for State Nodal Officer, Medical Superintendent, MO i/c and Service
Provider.
c. Total equipment list corresponding to each facility as per the dashboard was also reviewed and
used for evaluation purpose.
Few Technical Definitions have been used in the report:
Downtime is the time interval throughout which an item is not capable of performing its function. Uptime
is the time interval throughout which an item is fully functional. The well-known mean time to restoration
(MTTR) and mean time between failures (MTBF) are the average times to restoration of function and
the average time between consecutive failures, respectively.

Field observation
The state of Meghalaya has implemented the Biomedical Equipment Management and Maintenance Program
(BEMMP) since 2017. The state has signed the contract with TBS India Ltd. through an open tendering process
adhering to RFP provided in the NHM BEMMP guidelines. State had floated the tender was subsequently
awarded to L1 bidder, that was Telematic and Biomedical Services (TBS) Pvt. Ltd. The MoU was signed on 9th
June 2017 between NHM, Meghalaya and Telematic and Biomedical services Pvt. Ltd with 7.90 % (Rs.300.0 L)
on initial estimated asset value of Rs. 3800.00 L. The contract between State NHM and TBS Pvt. Ltd is for 5
(Five) years.
The State has nominated one Nodal Officer at the state level to look after BEMMP and in addition two other
officials of NHM Meghalaya, viz. Service M&E Coordinator and Procurement Consultant assist the NO for
smooth implementation and monitoring. The State Nodal Officer is also looking after the other National
Programs like Quality Assurance, Free Diagnostic Services, Referral Transport and Pradhan Mantri National
Dialysis program in addition to BEMMP. The Nodal Officer is aware about the BEMMP dashboard. It was also
informed that the state is doing regular quarterly review meetings with the Service Provider. At District level
there is no nodal person; District Program Managers are monitoring the program.
It was revealed that the State has not recruited any Bio-Medical Engineer / Electronics Engineer in the State to
look after the BEMMP. It is also revealed that nearly 30 students are being passed out every year from Bio
Medical Department of North Eastern Hill University (NEHU). State may plan to engage Bio Medical Engineers
from the State itself to strengthen the BEMMP in Meghalaya. It was noticed that the State has not issued any
notification nor identified any NO officer at the district level to look after the BEMMP but one nodal person has
been identified for BEMMP by the District authority at facility level. A separate register on record of functional
equipment, maintenance & breakdown of equipment etc. is being maintained by health facility BEMMP NO.

______________________________________________________________
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Engaged & retain skilled service engineer considering the number of equipment (6682), hilly districts and
geographical location was a challenge for the TBS in implementation of BEMMP in the State. HR distribution of
TBS in Meghalaya shows that only 4 (Four) Service Engineers are providing services in Meghalaya. In addition,
one Team Leader cum Service Engineer and 3 (Three) persons are working as team mobilization. These 3 Team
Mobilizers take care of management and supply of stock and repair at the workshop.
It is difficult to provide the comprehensive maintenance of equipment, repair the high-end equipment, preventive
maintenance, calibration and end users training by only 4 service engineers. Technical Support & monitoring the
activities of the service engineer located in the State from the HQ team located at Bengaluru is lacking. Service
provider needs to ensure timely availability of spare parts by strengthening their supply chain to minimise the
downtime, which is the main reason noticed for the long time period required to repair the high-end equipment.
Team leader of TBS Meghalaya informed that training on maintenance of equipment is conducted once in every
six month for the service engineer. Online trainings are also conducted from time to time. Last training was
conducted on maintenance of Dialysis and X-ray machine as per the training records.
Table 1: HR Distribution of TBS in Meghalaya
SL

Employee Name

Qualification

Total
Experience

District Assigned

Remarks

1

Engineer 1

Diploma in
Medical
Electronics

4.5

East Khasi Hills
Ribhoi
West Khasi Hills

Critical care equipment
expert

2

Engineer 2

3.8

3

Engineer 3

B TECH IN
BME
B TECH

East Jaintia Hills
West Jaintia Hills
East Garo Hills
West Garo Hills
South Garo Hills
North Garo Hills
South West Garo Hills

Neonatal care
equipment expert
Radiology care
equipment expert

4
5

Admin
Engineer 4

2.1
1.5

6

Team
Mobilizer 1
Team
Mobilizer 2

BA
B TECH IN
BME
Diploma in
Electrical
Diploma in
Electronics
Engineering
B TECH IN
ECE

7
8

Team
Mobilizer 3

6.4

27.8

South West Khasi Hills

Administrative staff
General care equipment
expert
Team mobilization

5.6
4.6

Medical Officers, other Staffs of the health facilities are well aware about the programme in general. There is a
sense of reliability on the programme as far as the equipment maintenance is concerned. Staff nurses, Lab.
Techs and other end users are acting as nodal person health facilities. They call directly to Service Engineer or
inform through WhatsApp group in general or inform the facility in-charge at the time of any breakdown. It was
also found that they regularly monitor the functionality of equipment and maintain a separate register for record
keeping.
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It was also observed during the field visit, there was mismatch between functional equipment as per dashboard
and in health facilities. It was noticed that service provider has not started calibration process in the visited
facilities for the year 2021-22 and also tagging of the calibrated equipment was not observed for previous years.
The preventive maintenance started but not yet completed in most of the visited facilities. Service engineers and
NHM BEMMP Nodal Officer need to plan the schedule and jointly complete the preventive maintenance and
calibration on an urgent basis.
It was found that timely maintenance of high-end equipment is still a concern raised by staff. Service provider
needs to ensure timely availability of spare parts by strengthening their supply chain system and strengthening
their demand forecast to minimise the downtime.
BEMMP support health facilities in efficient maintenance of biomedical equipment and ensuring the upkeep time.
The Dashboard of BEMMP provides details of facility wise functional and non-functional equipment all the tagged
equipment. It helps different divisions to plan for the rationalization of Human Resources and procurement of the
required equipment. For different programmes like Free Diagnostic Service, LaQshya, Kayakalp, NQAS etc.
regular maintenance of biomedical equipment is one of important component.
The Service Provider as per the MoU is mandated to provide training to end-users twice a year, however during
the interaction with the staff it became evident that no such trainings have been provided to them by the Service
Providers since long.

Equipment Management Information System – Dashboard
A real-time dashboard has been developed by the
service provider which is yet to be linked with NHM
Meghalaya website to monitor the performance of
program. Few basic information like total
Equipment, number of Equipment under warranty,
number of breakdown calls etc can be accessed by
public. Access is required to download any other
information. The Nodal person of service provider
mentioned that all the basic information
automatically updated by the software. For the
other information like entry of new equipment,
change in asset value is done by IT department of
service provider located in Bangalore, only after
getting the prior approval from the company CEO.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the dashboard

The details of the dashboard and tollfree numbers are as follow:
http://www.htms-tbs.com/HTMS/as_dashboard.jsp
Toll Free Number for Service: 1-800-102-6241

______________________________________________________________
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Login-id and password is required to download any information from the dashboard. At present the access is
limited to State Officials and Administrative staff of TBS Meghalaya team. Even the Service Engineers and the
end users at the facility level have no access to the dashboard. During the interview, the Team leader of Service
Provider mentioned that all the basic information regarding the equipment is uploaded in the software including
date of manufacture, types, functionality status, cost of the equipment, period of warranty (if any). The software
compiles the information automatically and generates information on equipment functionality status with unique
ID (asset number). State has not allowed the equipment under warranty to be tagged by the service provider, but
there is a provision in the software, that the equipment under warranty following their expiry of warranty period
automatically comes under the maintenance contract of the service provider. For entering information of new
equipment or change in the asset value, this activity is done by IT department of TBS located in Bengaluru only
after getting the prior approval from the company’s CEO. The dashboard does not have the option to indicate the
numbers of calibrations have been done.
The State Nodal Officer BEMMP was informed that they utilized the dashboard for monitoring the functionality of
the equipment, procurement of equipment based on repeated breakdown, calculation of penalty, shifting of
equipment from one health facility to another during emergency etc.
The Nodal Officer also stated that the information on health facility wise equipment in the Dashboard was quite
helpful during management of health services and rationalizing old & new medical devices during COVID
pandemic. Information on health facility wise number of calls registered list for any selected time span is
available in the dashboard and it can be downloaded by State / District Officials. It was observed that, there is no
option to access the list of calibrated equipment in the dashboard.
As mentioned by the State Nodal officer they are utilising the Dashboard data for PIP planning purpose, for
procurement of new equipment and BEMMP budgeting. But the awareness about the dashboard at the district
and at peripheral level is minimal.
.
At present there is 6682 medical equipment under
the BEMMP as per the dashboard. A total 3747
calls have been received since inception out of
which 3725 have been resolved. At present no
equipment under warranty have been added into
the program, which may be attributed to the
apprehension of the State that, after the warranty
period gets over the equipment will automatically
get shifted in the lap of service provider and this in
turn will increase the asset value of the State,
creating financial liabilities. This was also clarified
by the State Nodal officials and they expressed the
impending financial constraint in terms of the fixed
resource envelope.

Figure 2: Zero equipment under warranty

It was also learnt that there is no option in the dashboard to know the yearly equipment added and deleted at
present. A total of 585 Equipment has been marked as Beyond Economic Repair (BER). State / District needs to
discard the BER equipment through the Condemnation Committee as all districts have Condemnation Committee
under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner / Medical Superintendent DH.
In both the visited districts, Condemnation Committee has been formed. In the West Garo Hills, the committee is
headed by Deputy Commissioner, Tura and other members are District Medical & Health Officer, Medical
Superintendent (District Hospital and MCH center), District Industrial officer, Treasury officer and Nursing
Superintendent. In Ribhoi district which is also an aspirational district, the committee has been formed at District
Hospital, Nongpoh. The committee is headed by Medical Superintendent, District Hospital, Nongpoh and other
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members are District Medical & Health Officer, Addl District Medical & Health Officer, General Manager DEIC
Nongpoh, Senior specialist, Nursing superintendent, Head Assistant District Hospital and Upper Division
Assistant, District Hospital, Nongpoh.
As per the MoU, the representative of the Service Provider should be a member of the Condemnation committee.
As informed, the Service Provider shares the list of equipment to be condemned to the health facility and district
authority for the equipment to be condemned but TBS service Engineers have not included in condemnation
committee.
Figure 3 depicts that the upkeep time is more than
99%, in whole time period across the facility level,
but different scenario may be seen if the call
registered in the call centre and took proper
breakdown time by the software. It was found that
many equipment were non-functional for long
period. Many non-functional equipment yet to be
repair though services has resumed by TBS.

Figure 3: Upkeep time for Equipment in
the FY 2021-22 as per dashboard

Critical Equipment:
MoHFW has identified 25 nos. critical equipment for health facilities and their upkeep time should be more than
95%. It was noticed that many critical equipment are available in the health facilities and are maintained under
the BEMMP, but they have not been reflected in the dashboard as critical equipment with their uptime
percentage. The State officials have informed TBS to reflect the same in the dashboard; the Nodal person of
TBS was aware about the newly created list of 25 critical equipment by the MoHFW.
Maintenance of Equipment not directly through BEMMP:
National Programme for Control of Blindness & VI (NPCB&VI) & National Oral Health Progeramme division has
separately maintained the equipment of Ophthalmic & Dental Department in Meghalaya from 2020-2021 due to
more downtime of equipment under TBS. Both the division have done directly CMC with Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) for high end equipment. It was also found that the most of these equipment are still under
TBS equipment list and it is likely to causes duplication of payment and future audit observations.
It was intimated that at present the ancillary equipment with like UPS and stabilizers are maintained by the facility
itself and are not covered by the service provider.
State Nodal officer also mentioned that during the transfer of any equipment from one facility to another or during
the installation of any new equipment a prior circulation is given to the Service Provider for doing the needful and
updating the same on the dashboard.

Call Register & Maintenance of Equipment:
Once a call is registered in the Toll-free number (Bengaluru based Call Centre), the administrative staff located in
Shillong is informed and the task is assigned to the concerned Service Engineer.
Service Engineer have received the tool and equipment for calibration from the headquarter Bengaluru but has
not started calibration as support team from Bengaluru were not reached Meghalaya as reported during the visit.
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The TBS service engineer also take support from the experienced service engineers of Assam, the same service
provider TBS is also looking after BEMMP in Assam.
Table 2 shows that that the equipment concentration is more in two district i.e. East khasi hills and West Garo
hills. The amount of equipment under BER is also highest in same districts but proportion of BER equipment to
district wise total equipment is more South West Khasi Hills (16.8%) & East Jaintia Hills (15%).
Condemnation of BER equipment: The life cycle of medical equipment will vary from 5-10 years. If the
equipment is declared obsolete i.e. BER by the vendor it may not be possible to get spare parts. Even if the parts
are available it can become too expensive to obtain them and the equipment is no longer economical to repair.
Condemnation of equipment should be well planned and the necessary steps should be taken in advance to
arrange replacement.
The management of medical devices has taken on a new level of complexity in recent years, due in part to the
increased sophistication and specialization of equipment, integration with electronic networks, dependence on
outsourcing for specialized maintenance and repair, and ever-increasing requirements for compliance, safety,
reliability and accuracy.
By using medical equipment historical data and conducting an equipment audit, health facilities professionals can
analyze the techniques they are using in their management programs as well as improve efficiency and
compliance while decreasing costs.
Table 2: District Distribution of Functionality of Equipment as per dashboard
District

East Garo Hills
East Jaintia Hills
East Khasi Hills
North Garo Hills
Ri-bhoi
South Garo Hills
South West Garo Hills
South West Khasi Hills
West Garo Hills
West Jaintia Hills
West Khasi Hills
Total

Total

417
213
2203
251
477
353
369
95
1076
543
685
6682

% of Total Equip.

6.2
3.2
33.0
3.8
7.1
5.3
5.5
1.4
16.1
8.1
10.3
100.0

Functional

415
213
2195
250
476
352
364
95
1072
543
685
6660

Non functional

2
0
8
1
1
1
5
0
4
0
0
22

BER

Proportion of BER

14
32
163
23
38
36
26
16
117
66
54
585

3.4
15.0
7.4
9.2
8.0
10.2
7.0
16.8
10.9
12.2
7.9
8.8

Call register & call completed are two important terms in BEMMP outsourced model and in some extent to inhouse model also. A call is registered in the system after getting call from Nodal Officer /end user / MO i/c /
Medical Superintendent of the hospital for breakdown of any equipment. The service provider closes or
completes a call after getting certification of complete repair for the same breakdown equipment from the end
user & MO i/c / Medical Superintendent of the hospital. Penalty to the outsourced service provider is calculated
based call completion time for equipment; it differs from State to State, type of equipment and as per the MoU. In
addition to that correct calculation upkeep time, downtime, breakdown rate of equipment is also based on call
register in the system. Prime reason for mismatch of functional equipment as per dashboard & in the health
facility is due to non-register of breakdown call to the system. Breakdown information may be informed to the
service engineer through whatsApp group or phone call but the register of same in the system is important.
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Table 3 shows that district distribution of call status as per dashboard during April to September 2021 and is
not encouraging. It was reported that the many end users were not aware about the services resumed from May
2021 by the TBS. It was also informed that the delay of services on time for the breakdown equipment specially
high end or critical equipment, non-response for many month from the TBS during disruption of the service
period, long waiting period for spare parts were prime reasons for call for equipment breakdown. Four districts in
Meghalaya no calls have been registered this year.
It is found that from Table only 8.4 % and 18.8% calls were made in the year 2018-19 & 2019-20 respectively. It
was also noticed that 73.8 % & 90.6 % calls were completed within or on 7 days in the year 2018-19 & 2019-20
respectively.
The team do not have any stand by equipment at present, revealed by the Service Engineer during the
evaluation.
Table 3.1: District Distribution of call status as per dashboard during May to September 2021
District

Completed Calls

Pending Calls

East Garo Hills

≤ 7 Days

Total FY 2021-22
upto September

>7 Days

2

1

0

6

13

8

1
5

0
1

0
0

2
0
0
16

24
2
1
42

0
3
2
13

3
0
27
0
0
1
6
0
26
5
3
71

East Jaintia Hills
East Khasi Hills
North Garo Hills
Ri-bhoi
South Garo Hills
South West Garo Hills
South West Khasi Hills
West Garo Hills
West Jaintia Hills
West Khasi Hills
Total:

Table 3.2: District Distribution of call status as per dashboard during FY 2018-19 and 2019-20
District

Pending
Calls

FY 2018-19
Completed Calls
≤ 7 Days
>7 Days

FY 2019-20
Completed Calls
≤ 7 Days
>7 Days

Pending
Calls

Total

Total

East Garo Hills
East Jaintia Hills
East Khasi Hills
North Garo Hills
Ri-bhoi
South Garo Hills

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
7
149
13
36
14

6
0
76
6
6
1

16
7
225
19
42
15

0
0
2
1
0
0

25
58
433
33
117
22

1
1
50
0
3
0

26
59
485
34
120
22

South West Garo
Hills
South West Khasi
Hills

0

21

0

21

0

54

4

58

0

5

0

5

0

17

0

17

27
7
19
148

113
30
72
565
8.4%

0
0
0
3

209
87
89
1144

21
28
7
115

230
115
96
1262
18.8%

West Garo Hills

0
86
0
23
West Jaintia Hills
West Khasi Hills
0
53
Total
0
417
% of call against total equipment 6682
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Average downtime for Equipment:
As per the MoU, the uptime of for medical equipment should be 95 % in DH, 90% in CHCs and 80 % in PHCs
and a single break down should never exceed 7 days (168 hrs), otherwise penalty will be levied on the Service
Provider. Moreover, as per the MoU, the Service Provider should provide standby equipment at the health facility
for lifesaving equipment like Blood Gas Analyzer, ECG machine, Ventilator, Radiant Warmer and Defibrillator
during any breakdown. But availability of any such standby equipment was not observed in the facilities visited.
It is observed from the Table 4 that average down time is more for high end equipment. Downtime of those
equipment are more than 7 days (168 hrs) is highlighted.
The service provider should analyse the causes for more downtime e.g. HR shortage, Technical capacity of HR,
supply spare parts, response from OEM, software maintenance of equipment, environment, others etc. for
undertaking corrective measures.

Table 4 – Average downtime for Equipment as per the Dashboard
Total calls
FY
2019-20

Average Down
Time (in hr)
FY 2019-20

Total calls
FY 2020-21

SL

Equipment Name

1

Blood Gas Analyzer

2

Anesthesia Units

10

10

3

Haematology Analyzers

2

253

4

Middle Ear Physiologic Analyzers

1

0.5

5

Aspirators

51

85

6

Autoclave- (Flash)

2

202

7

Autoclave--( Single Bin)

88

8

Autoclave Vertical /Horizontal

17

9

Electronic Beds

10

Physical Therapy Paraffin Baths

1

47

11

Water Bath

1

0.5

12

Fundus Camera

13

Centrifuges

14

Blood Bank Chairs Examination/Treatment

15

Dental Chair Examination/Treatment

16
17

2

346
1

pending

5

4.5

18

10

2.25

117

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.25

3

6.75

1

pending

1

19

2

0.25

2

0.25

1

118

18

45

5

223

20

93

Compressors

2

90.5

1

19

Defibrillators
Computed Radiography Digital Imaging
Systems
Electrocardiograph

20

18

Average
Down time
in Hrs.
FY 2020-21

7

205

6

238

Line-Powered Electrocautery Units

2

58

21

Electrosurgical Units

3

9

22

Continuous Passive Motion Exercisers

1

23

Laboratory Freezers

13

161

24

Haemodialysis Units

7

669

25

Laminar Air Flow (Isolation Hood)

1

18

26

Aerobic Incubators

27

Laboratory Thermocycling Incubators

4

38

28

Syringe Infusion Pumps

4

1247

29

Insufflators

1

47

30

Endoscopic Fibreoptic Light Sources (Flexible)

2

59
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Total calls
FY
2019-20

Average Down
Time (in hr)
FY 2019-20

Total calls
FY 2020-21

SL

Equipment Name

31

Examination Lights

15

36

32

Surgical Lights

13

67

33

Microscopes

3

1

34

Laboratory Microscopes (Light/ Stereo)

12

10

35

Operating Microscopes (Light)

3

31

36

Physiologic Monitoring Systems

49

53

37

Respiration Bedside Monitor

1

49

38

Bedside Foetal Monitors

1

1750

39

Nebulizer

14

13

40

Drying Ovens

2

12

41

Pulse Oximeters,

4

24

42

Oxygen Concentrators

5

182

43

Perimeters, Ophthalmic,

2

11

44

Phototherapy Units, Ultraviolet

34

31

45

Digital Radiographic Systems

5

10

46

Radiographic Film Systems,

3

33

47

Dental Radiographic Unit

2

1

48

Radiographic Units, Mobile

10

425

49

Mobile Radiographic/Fluoroscopic Units

1

337

50

Refractometers

1

96

51

Dental Ultrasonic Scalers

4

72

52

Infant Scales

10

46

53

Ultrasonic Scanning Systems

1

0.5

54

Ophthalmic Ultrasonic Scanning Systems

1

145

55

Laboratory Shakers

1

696

56

Slit Lamp

4

90

57

Sphygmomanometers ( Electronic)

3

88

58

Sphygmomanometers (Mercury type)

342

59

Sterilizing Unit

60

Syringe/Needle Destroyer

61

Operating Tables

62

Infant Radiant Warming Units

63

2021
Average
Down time
in Hrs.
FY 2020-21

1

19

2

0.25

2

0.5

2
1

0.25

2

0.25

43

38

6

183

24

12

2.25

11

48

2

15

4

113

126

56

14

0.5

Ultrasound Physical Therapy Systems

1

70

64

Intensive Care Ventilators

3

105

65

Ophthalmic Tonometers

1

NA

66

Traction Unit

2

NA

67

Obstetrical Vacuum Extractors

1

73

Total

1154

103
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Table 5 shows that the weekly distribution call received & resolved. It was found that the average numbers of call
were received & resolved was 58. This implies that calls were made in a month for 3% of the total equipment in
the State and it was much lower side as estimated breakdown rate was high.
Table 5 - Dashboard based data regarding Equipment and Call status
BER
Equipment

Total
Calls
Received
since
beginning

Total
Calls
Resolved
since
beginning

Total
Calls
Received
in a
week

Total
Calls
Resolved
in a week

7
25
34
35
34

1475
1478
1478
1480
1480

11068
11230
11285
11325
11407

10428
10577
10623
10660
10735

-

-

7871
7876
7875
7878
7858
7871

19
14
14
11
31
18

1480
1480
1481
1481
1481
1481

11431
11455
11473
11494
11546
11611

10774
10803
10820
10844
10877
10955

9370
9390
9435
9440
9440
9440

7878
7895
7948
7946
7943
7933

11
14
6
11
13
23

1481
1481
1481
1483
1484
1484

11638
11699
11773
11834
11864
11943

10988
11046
11128
11182
11209
11278

09-Aug-21
16-Aug-21
23-Aug-21
30-Aug-21
06-Sep-21
13-Sep-21

9440
9440
9440
9440
9440
9440

7950
7928
7947
7939
7939
7948

5
27
6
14
14
5

1485
1485
1487
1487
1487
1487

11993
12086
12136
12258
12348
12387

11345
11415
11485
11599
11689
11737

20-Sep-21
27-Sep-21
04-Oct-21
11-Oct-21
18-Oct-21
25-Oct-21
01-Nov-21

9460
9460
9460
9460
9460
9460

7963
7953
7960
7959
7959
7953

11
18
10
9
9
14

1486
1489
1490
1492
1492
1493

12442
12552
12608
12630
12638
12746

11788
11888
11951
11970
11978
12081

08-Nov-21

9460
9460

7946
7965

21
4

1493
1491

12805
12829

12133
12176

15-Nov-21

9460

7964

5

1491

12893

12240

162
55
40
82
24
24
18
21
52
65
27
61
74
61
30
79
50
93
50
122
90
39
55
110
56
22
8
108
59
24
64

149
46
37
75
39
29
17
24
33
78
33
58
82
54
27
69
67
70
70
114
90
48
51
100
63
19
8
103
52
43
64

Total
Medical
Equipment

Functional
Equipment

Non
Functional
Equipment

05-Apr-21
19-Apr-21
26-Apr-21
03-May-21
10-May-21

9370
9370
9370
9370
9370

7888
7867
7858
7855
7856

17-May-21
24-May-21
31-May-21
07-Jun-21
14-Jun-21
21-Jun-21

9370
9370
9370
9370
9370
9370

28-Jun-21
05-Jul-21
12-Jul-21
19-Jul-21
26-Jul-21
03-Aug-21

Status as on
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Finance: The Service Provider has cited that an amount of Rs. 287.0 lakhs is the outstanding dues (till August
2021) from NHM Meghalaya. As stated by the TBS team, this shortage of fund is causing obstruction for them in
recruiting new Engineers in the team. But fund under NHM was approved as proposed by the State in the State
PIP based on tender value.

Table F1: Outstanding payment details as shared by Service provider: -

1950852

30-09-2019

Inv Amount
(in Rs.)
85,63,218

2020-01-0013

05-02-2020

84,76,978

84,76,978 Oct- Dec 2019

2020-04-0033

27-04-2020

84,66,549

84,66,549 Jan-Mar 2020

2020-08-0069

28-08-2020

85,14,295

85,14,295 Apr-Jun 2020

Inv/ PI No

Date

Received
(in Rs.)
52,38,355

3,40,21,040

52,38,355

Balance
Period
(in Rs.)
33,24,863 July- Sep 2019

2,87,82,685

Table F2: Year wise amount approved for BEMMP as per RoPs under NHM are indicated below:
Sl.

Year

BEMMP

1

2018-19

Rs. 100.00 L

2

2019-20

Rs. 210.75 L

NPCB&VI

NOHP

RNTCP

Others

Rs. 5.00 L

Rs. 9.38 L

Rs. 15.29 L

-

-

-

Rs. 650.32 L
3

2020-21

Rs. 150.00 L

Rs. 17.97 L

Rs. 10.00 L

-

4

2021-22

RS. 527.90 L

-

Rs. 10.00 L

-

Rs. 23.90 L
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Facility level observations
Condemnation Committee has been formed in both the in both the visited districts. In the West Garo Hills, the
committee is headed by Deputy Commissioner, Tura and other members are District Medical & Health Officer,
Medical Superintendent (District Hospital and MCH center), District Industrial officer, Treasury officer and
Nursing Superintendent. The condemnation committee has been formed at District Hospital, Nongpoh in Ribhoi
district. The committee is headed by Medical Superintendent, District Hospital, Nongpoh and other members are
District Medical & Health Officer, Addl District Medical & Health Officer, General Manager DEIC Nongpoh, Senior
specialist, Nursing superintendent, Head Assistant District Hospital and Upper Division Assistant, District
Hospital, Nongpoh.
As per the MoU, the representative of the Service Provider should be also member of the Condemnation
committee but the District Authority has not involved them.

District West Garo Hills:
1. Pedaldoba PHC:
The facility in-charge and staffs were not aware about the Biomedical Equipment Management & Maintenance
Program. The toll-free number was also not displayed in the facility level and any contact detail of the Service
Engineer was also not available with the Staff though the equipment was tagged.
The MO in-charge also mentioned that he has utilized the RKS fund for the maintenance of equipment. It causes
duplication of fund.
It was seen that mismatch of functionality status of equipment in health facility & dashboard. Major equipment
like phototherapy unit and radiant warmer were non-functional for more than 2 years.

Table 6 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00227
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00260
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00229
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00232
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00258
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00244
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00233
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00231
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00228
8907471-ML1Z-WGP-00240

Description
Examination Lights
Examination Lights
Sphygmomanometer Mercury Type
Ultraviolet Phototherapy Units
Nonheated Nebulizers
Laboratory Drying Oven
Infant Radiant Warmer
Infant Radiant Warmer
Aspirators
Sterilizing Unit- (Medium)

Department
Labor Room
OPD
Labor Room
Labor Room
Immunization Room
Laboratory
Labor Room
Labor Room
Labor Room
Store Room

Photographs from PHC, Pedaldoba

Non-functional Phototherapy Unit

Non-functional Radiant Warmer

Non-functional Hot Air Oven
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2. Phulbari CHC:
Facility in-charge and staffs were well aware about the program. The radiographer is designated as the
nodal person in the facility and is coordinating with Service Engineers for any breakdown of the
equipment. Service Engineers were called directly on their contact number for any breakdown of
equipment. Continuous power supply was an issue it may be a reason for recurrent breakdown of the
equipment in the health facility.
Table 7 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.

Description

Department

8907471-ML1Z-WGC-00129

Tabletop Centrifuges

Ictc Lab

8907471-ML1Z-WGC-00149

Laboratory Microscope

Laboratory

8907471-ML1Z-WGC-00100

Infant Radiant Warmer

Labor Room

8907471-ML1Z-WGC-00137

Infant Radiant Warmer

Labor Room

Photographs from CHC,Phulbari

Non-functional Radiant warmer
Unit being repaired by service
engineers

Non-functional Sterilization unit

Non-functional Radiant warmer
Unit

3. Tura Civil Hospital (District Hospital):
Planned Preventive Maintenance of ICU equipment in the Tura Civil Hospital was completed. Radiology
equipment (X-Ray) was AERB certified.
It was noticed that one ultrasound machine was not working due to software issue and the State has
planned to procure the software as it was not provided by the Service Provider. But as per BEMMP, the
software updating for any equipment should be done by the Service Provider. Few minor issues related
to maintenance of the equipment like Elisa analyzer in Laboratory since 2017, thermograph in blood
bank refrigerator, BP cuff and SPO2 probe, remote control of ICU bed were also observed.
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Table 7 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.

Description

Department

8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00144
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00129
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00167
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00179
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00506
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00507
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00508
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00174
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00101

Automatic Clinical Chemistry Analyzers
Body Fluids, Enzyme Analyzers
Intensive Care Ventilators
Physiologic Monitoring Systems
Syringe Infusion Pump
Syringe Infusion Pumps
Syringe Infusion Pumps
Electrical Icu Beds
Laboratory Freezers

Laboratory
Laboratory
ICU
ICU
ICU
ICU
ICU
ICU
Blood Bank

8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00001
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00171
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-0048

Ultrasonic Scanning Systems
Syringe/Needle Destroyer
Syringe/Needle Destroyer

Radiology
ICU
Store Room

The Dental and Ophthalmic equipment of the DH which are being maintained by the Program division
either through CMC or AMC are still reflected against the DH in the dashboard and these needs to be
removed with intimation to the facility in-charge. These equipment are highlighted in the Table 8.
Table 8 – List of Dental and Ophthalmic Equipment to be removed from the Dashboard
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00020
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00021
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00022
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00025
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00026
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00027
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00028
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00029
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00030
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00031
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00032
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00043
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00044
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00045
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00053
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00054
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00055
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00057
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00068
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00069
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00070

Slit Lamps
Slit Lamps
Refractometers
Ophthalmic Tonometers,
Retinoscopes
Ophthalmoscopes
Ophthalmic OPD
Ophthalmic Ultrasonic Scanning Systems,
Indirect Ophthalmoscopes,
Automated Ophthalmic Perimeters
Ophthalmometers
Slit Lamps
Chairs, Examination/Treatment, Dentistry
Ultrasonic Dental Scalers, ,
Compressors
Ultrasonic Dental Scalers, ,
Lights, Ultraviolet
Lights, Ultraviolet
Ultrasonic Dental Scalers, ,
Dental OPD
Slit Lamps
Ophthalmic Ultrasonic Scanning Systems
Ophthalmic OT
Ophthalmometers
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Photographs from District Hospital, Tura

Analyser not working since 2017

Ultrasound machine having issue
with the software

Syringe pumps
non-functional

Ventilator having issue with the
battery

B.P cuff and SP02 not working

Service engineer repairing
centrifuge

4. Tura Maternity & Child Hospital (West Garo Hills):
Mismatch about functionality of equipment in the hospital & as per dashboard was observed during the
visit. Medical Superintendent of the Hospital also informed, many equipment had to condemned due to
recurrent breakdown of many equipment, nonfunctional for long time and could not repaired by the
service engineer. Competency of service engineer & timely spare part was one of the major concerns in
West Garo Hills.
Table 9 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.
Description
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00558
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00551
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00568
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00574
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00569
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00668
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-0056
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00577
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00560

Infant Radiant Warmer
Infant Radiant Warmer
Physiologic Monitoring Systems
Physiologic Monitoring Systems
Physiologic Monitoring Systems
Syringe Infusion Pumps
Infant Radiant Warmer
Nebulizers
Infant Radiant Warmer

Department
SNCU

Store Room/SNCU
SNCU
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8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00552
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00581
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00547
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00603
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00611
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00639
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00599
8907471-ML1Z-WGD-00662

Infant Radiant Warmer
Oxygen Concentrators
Infant Radiant Warmer
Infant Radiant Warmer
Autoclave--(Vertical)
Infant Radiant Warmer
Ultraviolet Phototherapy Units
Laboratory Microscopes

2021

NRC
OT
Post Operative Ward
Laboratory

Photographs from District Maternity & Child Hospital, TURA

Non-fucntional radiant warmer, temparature sensor probe & autoclave machine

Non-fucntional radiant warmer & broken suction jar
5. PHC, ASANANG, West Garo Hills:
The facility in-charge aware about the BEMMP was not aware that the service had been resumed by
TBS this year. But Toll Free number was not displayed / pasted in the facility. During the visit all
equipment were found to be functional in the facility.
Photographs from PHC, Asanang

Microscope not tagged

Functional Phototherapy unit
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Ribhoi District: It is surprisingly observed that no call has been made from the Ribhoi district in the current FY 2021-22
upto the month of September.
1. CHC, Umsning:
One staff nurse is designated as nodal person for BEMMP in the facility. She has the list of all tagged
equipment present in the facility and does regular monitoring of the equipment for checking functionality
status. Service Engineers were called directly on phone numbers instead of using Toll Free number.
The doctor in-charge of dental department was not aware that maintenance of Dental Equipment by the
Oral Health Programme. Few Dental Equipment are still in the under TBS equipment list.
Table 10 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.
Description
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00019
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-0002
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00011

Infant Radiant Warmer
Infant Radiant Warmer
Laboratory Freezers

Department
Labor Room
Labor Room
Cold Chain Point

Table 11 – List of Dental Equipment still showing in Dashboard
Asset No
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00054
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00051
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00049
8907471-ML1Z-RBC-00050

Description
Dental Radiographic Units
Ultrasonic Scalers, Dental
Dental Chair
Dental Chair

Department
Dental OPD

Photographs from CHC, Umsning

Non-functional Dental
X-ray and Dental chair

Non-functional Phototherapy

Facility with list of functional
Equipment

2. PHC Kyrdem:
Staffs of the facility were not aware that the BEMMP services has been resumed and mentioned that
the Service Engineer has not visited the facility for last 4 – 5 months.
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Table 12 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset no.

Description

Department

8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00103

Infant Radiant Warmer

8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00106

Autoclave--(Vertical)

Labor Room/ Kept In Store
Room
Store Room

8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00100
8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00131

Aspirators
Sterilizing Unit -(Small)

Labor Room
Store Room

Photographs from PHC Kyrdem

Non-functional Radiant warmer
kept in the store

Non-functional Autoclave
machine kept in the store

Non-functional suction machine

3. Marngar PHC
One staff nurse is designated as nodal person for BEMMP in the facility.
Table 13 – List of mismatch of functionality status of equipment
Asset number
8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00051
8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00037
8907471-ML1Z-RBP-00050

Description
Autoclave--(Single Bin)
Sterilizing Unit -(Medium)
Laboratory Freezers

Department
OPD
Labor Room
OPD

Photographs from Marngar PHC

Non-Functional ILR machine kept in the
store having issue in the door

PPM and calibration due
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4. Nongpoh District Hospital (Ribhoi):
Medical Superintendent of the District Hospital is aware about the program and they have constituted at
the facility level a condemnation committee. All equipment was found functional except two laboratory
equipment - one rotor and one incubator.
Calibration of Blood bank equipment is an urgent need. X-ray unit of the facility is yet to be AERB
certified.
Like other health facilities, Ophthalmic and Dental equipment, along with CT scan machine are shown
in the list of equipment under TBS dashboard.
Table 15 – List of Dental Equipment still showing in Dashboard
Asset No

Description

8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00029
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00032
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00087
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00082
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00084
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00086

Dental Chair
Compressors
Mercury Sphygmomanometers
Lasers, Er:Yag, Ophthalmic
Ophthalmoscopes
Ophthalmoscopes, Indirect

8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00081
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00083
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00085
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00098
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00104
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00088

Refractometers
Slit Lamps
Ophthalmic Tonometers,
Cataract Extraction Units
Ultrasound Cleaning Systems
Ophthalmometers

8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00097
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00106
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00089
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00091
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00092
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00093

Disinfectors
Mercury Sphygmomanometers
Scanning Systems, Ultrasonic, Ophthalmic
Bipolar Electrosurgical Units
Operating Tables
Operating Tables

8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00099
8907471-ML1Z-RBD-00100

Ophthalmology Operating Microscope
Ophthalmology Operating Microscope

Department
Dental OPD

Ophthalmic OPD

Ophthalmology OT

Photographs from District Hospital, Nongpoh

Functional X-ray machine yet
to be AERB complied

Non-functional Shaker

Blood bank Equipment due for
PPM and Calibration
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Recommendations
State NHM:
1. Create awareness about resumed services under BEMMP including specified services as per
MoU to be provided by the service provider among all health facilities and district functionaries,
preferably may be hoisted in State NHM web site for easy dissemination. There should not be
any duplication of activities for maintenance of the equipment by respective programme
division if any; like NPCB&VI, NOHP and RKS fund.
2. Engagement of dedicated Bio Medical Engineer at State level as per BEMMP guidelines for
better implementation, coordination and to strengthen monitoring mechanism of BEMMP.
3. Staff of the health facilities to be encouraged to make a call on the Toll Free number or
registered the call through call centre to calculate actual breakdown time.
4. The state should do yearly assessment of the equipment with various categories like functional,
nonfunctional, under warranty, CMC with OEM, maintenance directly by other programmme
division, dump in the store room irrespective of tagged or not in all health facilities and may
update on the dashboard accordingly. Equipment under asset value must be reviewed every
quarter.
5. Review meeting on BEMMP may be conducted by the District & State with other programme on
each quarter.
6. Payment to the service provider should be done as per the MoU for smooth implementation of
BEMMP. Noncompliance of service provisions should be dealt with penalty provision as per the
relevant clauses of signed MoU.
7. State may explore a sustainable model for smooth implementation of BEMMP and needs to
build State’s own capacity in implementing the programme in next few years to have a strategic
exit plan.
Service Provider:
8. TBS need to engage more trained & skilled Service Engineers at least two in every district
according to number of equipment & geographical location. Dedicated team of Service
Engineers for high end equipment needs to be placed otherwise MoU for maintenance with the
original equipment manufacturer for high end equipment need to be signed by the Service
Provider.
9. Supply chain of spare parts should be improved & sufficient common spare parts may be
stored at three regional locations i.e. Shillong, Jowai and Tura.
10. The Call Centre needs to be set up with local language call attendants. Toll free number of the
call center should be displayed in all the health facilities. Those calls are made through
whatsApp or directly to service engineer must be registered through the call centre to calculate
actual breakdown time.
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11. Services provider needs to expedite the process of calibration of the equipment in the entire
State and update the calibration status in the dashboard. They also may synchronize the
calibration schedules with NQAS assessment, renewal of license of blood bank and renewal of
AERB registration. The preventive maintenance schedule also needs to be followed strictly.
12. Dashboard needs to update on regular basis and dashboard needs to have an option to
download health facility wise total new equipment added/ deleted during any time period for
analysis purpose.
13. Dashboard needs to be accessible to all concerned in the State, from Secretary to State
Mission Director to State Nodal Officer at the State level, DMHO, District Nodal Officers also
should have access for regular surveillance/monitoring including the facility level officials, so
that, discrepancies/mismatched inventory may also be reported for necessary correction.
Service provider may also include user training details on the dashboard. The detail may
include the facility where the said training happened, staff details and equipment name on
which the said training was held.
14. Dental, Eye and any others equipment which are not under the purview of TBS but still in their
equipment list should be removed from the asset value to avoid double payment.
15. Service provider needs to incorporate the newly created 25 critical equipment list by MoHFW
and needs to ensure timely repair of the identified critical equipment on priority basis.
16. Service Engineers needs to make necessary visits (at least monthly visits) to health facilities in
the 4 districts where not a single call has been registered in the FY 2021-22 to check the
functional status of the equipment and make the staff aware about the program.
17. Facility in-charge should be provided with the updated total equipment list in his/her facility by
the Service Provider and on quarterly basis Service Provider should take signature from facility
in charge on the functionality status list.
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Annexure - Questionnaire
STATE NODAL OFFICER (BMEMP):
1. Name :
2. Designation:
3. Holding charge of other National Programmes: Yes / No, if Yes, provide details
a.
b.
4. Nodal officer as BMEMP since:
(Collect role & responsibility of State BEMMP NO)
5. Got orientation / training on BEMMP:
6. Any other designated official to look after BMEMP in addition to you at state level: Yes / No
Details:
7. Any other designated official to look after BMEMP at district level: Yes / No
If Yes, details:
8. Notification of Nodal Officer (BMEMP): If Yes, specify the designation of the Nodal Officer
a. At district level: Yes / No
b. At facility: Yes / No
9. Awareness about the Dashboard: Yes / No
10. How frequently used the dashboard:
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Used dashboard for–
Monitoring of facility wise functional equipment:
PIP Planning:
HR rationalization:
Purchasing new equipment:
Other (specify):
Is there any option to know the health facility wise equipment added / deleted yearly in the
system: Yes / No
Has verified about actual availability of the tagged equipment in the health facilities as per the
dashboard in periodic / yearly basis:
Yes / No
If yes, modality of the verification:
Verification about the new equipment added by the service provider: Yes / No
Have you / your team analyzed frequently breakdown equipment: Yes / No
Period wise call register and completed is available on the Dash Board: Yes / No
Is there any option in the dashboard to know the facility wise call register in a year or a given
period:
In case of installation of any new Equipment whether the service engineers are also
present: Yes / No
If yes, instruction from the State / District has been issued: Yes / No
Do the District Nodal Officer/State Nodal Officer inform the facility Nodal officer and service
provider regarding Equipment Transfer to another health facility: Yes / No
Whether a prior intimation is given to service provider during transfer of equipment from one
facility to another: Yes / No
Whether the same is updated in the State Dashboard: Yes / No
What mechanism is followed for the maintenance of untagged Equipment which are not
covered under warranty:
Weather basic repairing training is provided to District BEMMP officials / others of NHM from
the services provider, if any: Yes / No
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32. Whether basic tools/Spare parts are made available to District BEMMP officials / others of
NHM from service provider, if any: Yes / No
33. Whether during Calibration and Preventive maintenance of any Equipment NHM officials /
Health Facility i/c accompanies the service provider
34. Whether any representative from Electricity Department is present during installation of any
new High End Medical Device: Yes / No
35. Whether ancillary devices and items like voltage stabilizers, UPS etc and software are covered
and repaired/changed by the service provider: Yes / No
36. Have you identified 25 critical equipment: Yes / No
37. Any special provision to maintain critical equipment:
38. Any replacement of critical equipment during breakdown period:
39. Whether monthly reports are submitted by the service provider:
40. About Call Centre:
Workshop / Review Meeting:
41. Workshop organized in last year (2020-21) & current year (2021-22) at State & District Level for
awareness generation among officials about BMEMP:
Date:

Category of participants:

Major discussion point

42. Whether the monthly / quarterly performance review meeting takes place: Yes /No
43. When was the last review meeting done:
Details about last 3 review meetings
Date:
Category of participants:
Major discussion point

44. Is there any other mode of maintenance of the equipment:
If yes type of equipment:
Type of Health facilities:
Other out sourcing party:
45. Any equipment maintenance through in-house mode:
46. About the monitoring mechanism:
a. Any state level monitoring plan:
b. Level of monitoring plan:
c. Structured tools for monitoring:
d. Routine monitoring with other programs:
e. Feedback mechanism:
f. Action taken based on report
g. Any plan for periodic evaluation:
Finance:
47. In addition to NHM, other funding sources: Yes / No, if yeas, details:
48. Is there any difference between assets value at the time of agreement and there on due to
resubmission of assets value by the Pvt. Party : (Y / N & both the amount)
49. Total Assets value as on 01.04.2020 (Rs Cr):
50. Total Assets value as on 01.04.2021 (Rs Cr):
51. Present contract value after yearly escalation:
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52. Is there any outstanding amount pending to the service provider for the year 2020-21 :
i. If yes, Year & the amount:
53. What are the total amount reimbursed and the time taken to pay the service provider from the
date of submission of invoice (FY 2020-21):
Date of Invoice

For the year

Amount
submitted by
Service P

Amount paid to
Service Provider

Penalty

Condemnation committee:
54. Level, procedure of condemnation committee:
State:
District:
Facility:
55. What about the technical capacity of the service provider to maintain the equipment:
56. Are you satisfied with the performance of services provider:
If not, please explain why:
57. Zero complaints facilities:
a. List of facilities
b. % of functional equipment:
c. Call done at Service Provider’s mobile no. (which may not be recorded):
d. Awareness issue about Toll Free No.
e. Difficulties to connect the Toll Free No.:
58. Suggestions for improvement:
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1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2021

SERVICE PROVIDER:
Name of the State Head / Regional Head of the service provider:
Phone:
Email:
Do you have any SoP regarding repair, maintenance, calibration , Preventive maintenance,
updating dashboard :
(If yes, collect the copy of SoP)
Availability and proficiency of Technical Manpower in every district as per contract document:
Collect the list of manpower with qualification & date of joining, experience, contact number,
place of posting / responsible for district etc
Confirm the availability and proficiency of Technical Manpower in every district as per contract
document:
Availability of Training Cell at HQ / Regions /State:
Any Training has been done for the Service Engineer:
About last training:
Support from the Technical persons from the HQ:
Whether the list of the Technical Persons with responsibility of maintenance of Critical, Semi
critical and general equipment detailed are provided with their locations and contact details
available at district / facility :
Are they responsible for maintenance of - Critical, Semi critical and general equipment based
on qualification and experience:
Whether service provider has done MoU with original equipment manufacturer:
If so, then whether they have shared the details with the states:
(Collect MoU for the type of equipment)
Functional Status- Quantified and facility wise categorization Critical Equipment have been
done:
Reviewing the Operating Manuals (SoP) which contains the Procedures and protocols for
a. Preventive and Breakdown maintenance,
b. User training
c. Call allocation
d. Call closure methodologies
e. Reporting forms like
f. Service report form, third party audit checklist, Invoice format etc in every department
of the facility
Is there call centre located within the State: Yes / No
Language used in the call centre (specify, check & validate):
Whether the customer Care Center / Service Engineering Team is located in all Districts:
Whether there are trained Technical Persons available in the Customer Care Centers / Service
Engineering Team:
Do the Customer Care Center / Service Engineering Team have access to the Equipment
Management Information system: Yes / No

14. Does the Service Engineering Team can accept a complaint directly from the health facility and
resolve it: Yes / No
15. If yes, Process for inclusion of calls done at mobile number of the service provider in the
dashboard:
16. Number of total calls received and call closed as on date of visit in the state:
17. About recording of calls done at Toll Free no.: Yes/ No
Whether calls converted automatically to computerized call register:
18. Break down of Call centre:
19. Methodology to close a call:
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(who close the call)
20. Validate call at facility
21. Zero complaints facilities:
a. List of facilities
b. % of functional equipment:
c. Call done at Service Provider’s mobile no. (which may not be recorded):
d. Awareness issue about Toll Free No.
e. Difficulties to connect the Toll Free No.:
22. Is there any option to know the health facility wise equipment added / deleted yearly in the
system: yes / No
23. Have you verified the tagged equipment as per the dashboard in periodic / yearly basis:
24. Have you identified 25 critical equipment, as per GoI list: Yes / No
25. Any special provision to maintain critical equipment:
26. Whether the SP provide immediate support for critical care equipment like providing standby
equipment:
27. Type of stand by equipment available with the service provider on the day of visit:
28. Whether any buffer stock has been maintained for recurrently used spare parts:
District level:
State level:
29. Whether own local repair workshop is located in the State / Zone / District: Yes / No
If Yes, collect list
30. What is the procedure if any equipment is required to be taken outside for repairing:
31. Are you / your service engineer present at the facility during installation of any new equipment:
32. Mechanism for preventive maintenance and calibration Schedule:
33. Whether a Schedule has been prepared to cover the Preventive maintenance and calibration of
all the Equipment: Yes / No
34. If yes, District NHM BEMMP person of respective district are prior intimated for scheduled
activities: Yes / No
35. When a service engineer comes for Preventive maintenance / calibration or repair whether
the concerned department staff or any other staff accompanies and stays with him/her till
the service is done:
36. Whether any Steps have been taken for the capacity building of District NHM BEMMP person
and In house healthcare facility HR to be able to conduct preventive maintenance and internal
calibrations by their own: Yes / No
37. Are you doing the trainings to the end user of equipment:
38. If yes, what is the frequency of trainings :
Details for training:
39. Whether Annual third party Audit by NABL accredited lab has been carried out and whether the
audit report is available with any adverse/ corrective action required and whether they have
been addressed:
40. Are you satisfied with the response from facilities empanelled under this initiative? If not, please
explain why:
Finance:
41. Is there any difference between assets value at the time of agreement and there on due to
resubmission of assets value by the Pvt. Party : (Y / N & both the amount):
Yes / N
42. Total Assets value as on 01.04.2020 (Rs Cr):
43. Total Assets value as on 01.04.2021 (Rs Cr):
44. Present contract value after yearly escalation - 01.04.2021 (Rs Cr):
45. Is there any outstanding amount pending to the service provider for the year 20-21:
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If yes,

Year

2021

Amount: (In Lakh)

2019-20:
2020-21:
46. What are the total amount reimbursed and the time taken to pay the service provider from the
date of submission of invoice: 2020 & 2021-22

Date of Invoice

For the year

Amount
submitted by SP
(in Rs.)

Amount paid to SP
(in Rs.)

Penalty if any
SP (in Rs.)

47. Any difficulties or un pleasant incidents with authority (if any):
48. Feedback of the service.
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MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT/ MOI/C of the FACILITY:
Name of Health Facility:
Type of Health Facility:
District:
1. Name:
2. Designation:
3. Nodal Officer for BMEMP at the facility:
4. In addition to Nodal Officer other officials engaged for BMEMP
5. Awareness about :
Toll free number:
Dashboard:
Up keep time of equipment:
6. Any awareness for this program done for the staffs in every department of the facility:
7. Visible display of Toll Free number in the facility:
8. Whether the list of the Technical Persons with responsibility of maintenance of Critical, Semi
critical and general equipment detailed are provided with their locations and contact details
available at district / facility:
9. Asset (Equipment) register at the facility:
(if it is not available, it can be done from the dash board after verification)
10. Did your staff get training on how to use the equipment from SP:
Whether the service engineer present at the facility during installation of any new equipment
(You have to informed them):
11. Whether regularly monitoring the dashboard data against facility inventory:
(Suggestion: fixed a day in a week)
12. Whether the Nodal officers (facility) are accessible to the service providers at facility level:
13. Understanding the Call opening and Call closing procedures and understanding how the
service logged can be tracked by the facility:
14. Method for documenting reports(Service Report, PM report, Calibration Report):
15. Whether the Field Service reports duly signed and stamped by the Nodal Officer of the facility
is submitted with the invoice and whether the invoice is verified
16. How the facility is reporting the adverse events:
17. What is the procedure if any equipment required to taken outside for repair work: (Any official
permission / intimation)
18. Any difficulties to avail services and any un pleasant incidents with service provider (if any)
19. Is there any condemnation committee in the facility:
20. Whether Preventive Maintenance and Calibration Schedule is available:
21. Whether Annual third-party Audit by NABL accredited lab has been carried out and whether the
audit report is available with any adverse/ corrective action required and whether they have
been addressed.
22. Feedback of the service
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